
 

Summary  
This study aimed at understanding  how major transverse cracks form in asphalt pavement in cold climates  and 

recommends design and construction practices to control thermal cracking in asphalt pavements. Crack surveys 

and data collection were conducted on Richardson Highway MP 340-346 Resurfacing Project south of Fairbanks 

to compare various precut strategies with natural major transverse cracks pre and post construction. Preliminary 

findings indicate that precutting can benefit thermal crack performance of a pavement resurfacing project and 

therefore reduce M&O costs during a pavement lifecycle. 

Problem/Objective 

Low temperature cracking is one of the most prevalent distresses found in interior Alaska.  Cracks begin 

appearing soon after construction and influence long term M&O costs (such as sealing and related construction), 

pavement smoothness, and influence the driving public’s perception of roadway performance.  The goal is to 

develop a systemic approach  to minimize and control transverse thermal cracks. 
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Outcomes and Products

-Precutting technology has shown promise in cases where roadway construction has included placement of at 

least several feet of new material.  

-The best performing experimental precut subsection occurred when the precut was placed at a transverse 

thermal crack location that existed prior to reconstruction and repaving. 

-ADOT&PF’s Northern Region now has 3 locations with pre-cut thermal cracks, located in a variety of 

constructed applications for further study and evaluation.  Additional years of observation and measurement are 

required to finalize the design for maximum M&O cost savings. 

 

Implementation 

Two additional years of monitoring and evaluation at three Northern Region sites (includes this project’s 

locations) has been selected for ADOT&PF and Center for Environmentally Sustainable Transportation in Cold 

Climates Research’s current funding cycle.  Anticipated results for 2017 will indicate a desired spacing, depth, 

procedures and construction detail for optimal precutting for both designers and M&O.  
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